Experimental focal ischemic injury: behavior-brain interactions and issues of animal handling and housing.
In experimental neurological models of brain injury, behavioral manipulations before and after the insult can have a major impact on molecular, anatomical, and functional outcome. Investigators using animals for preclinical research should keep in mind that people with brain injury have lived in, and will continue to live in, an environment that is far more complex than that of the typical laboratory rodent. To yield more reliable and relevant behavioral assessment, it may be appropriate in some cases to house animals in environments that allow for motor enrichment and to handle animals in ways that promote tameness. Experience can affect mechanisms of plasticity and degeneration beneficially or adversely. Behavioral interventions that have been found to modulate postinjury brain events are reviewed. The timing and interaction of biological and motor therapies and the potential contribution of experience-dependent and drug-induced trophic factor expression are discussed.